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MUS214 – Theory of Music 3 
DURATION 
 
Reading Time: 10 minutes 
Writing Time: 120 minutes 
 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
 
Please answer all 20 questions.  Note that questions are not of equal value. Marks for each 
question are indicated. There is a total of 100 marks for this paper. All answers are to be written 
on the examination paper. 
 
EXAM CONDITIONS 
You may begin writing from the commencement of the examination session.  The reading time indicated above is 
provided as a guide only. 
This is a CLOSED BOOK examination 
No calculators are permitted 
No handwritten notes are permitted 
No dictionaries are permitted 
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MUS214 THEORY of MUSIC 3 
Semester 1, 2019 
Please answer all 20 questions.  Note that questions are NOT of equal value. Marks for each question are 
indicated. There is a total of 100 marks for this paper. All answers are to be written on this paper. 
 
Question 1 (       /5) 
Draw the following key signatures using the Treble Clef. 
a) F# Major 
b) Bb Minor 
c) Db Major 
d) Eb Major 
e) A Major           
 
 
Question 2 (       /10) 
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Question 3 (       /3) 
Write the scale of D Major. 
• Use the Bass Clef 
• Write the key signature 
• Use minims 
• Write one octave ascending and descending 




Question 4 (       /3) 





Question 5 (       /3) 
Write a Whole-tone Scale starting on G, ascending and descending. Use the G Clef. 
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Question 6 (       /3) 
Write a Whole-tone Scale starting on Gb, ascending. Use the F Clef. 
 
 
Question 7 (       /3) 




Question 8 (       /3) 
Write a Blues Scale starting on C, ascending for two octaves. Use a Treble Clef 
 
 
Question 9 (       /3) 
Write the Pentatonic Scale starting on the given note, ascending and descending. 
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Question 10 (       /3) 
Write the Pentatonic Scale starting on the given note, ascending and descending. 
 
 
Question 11 (       /10) 
For each of the following, write the named triad. 
• Use accidentals, not the key signature 
• Write in semibreves 
• Use a Bass Clef 
a) C# Minor, dominant, first inversion 
b) E Major, tonic, root position 
c) A Major, subdominant, root position 
d) F Minor, dominant, first inversion 
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Question 12 (       /2) 






Question 13 (       /2) 






Question 14 (       /2) 
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Question 15 (       /12) 
Write these cadences in four-part vocal style. Use the appropriate bracket to connect the staves. 
• Write the key signature 
• Use minims 
a) E Major, plagal cadence 
b) Db Major, perfect cadence 
c) B Minor, perfect cadence 
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Question 16 (       /9) 
Write three kinds of imperfect cadence in keyboard style in F minor. Use the appropriate bracket 
to connect the two staves. 
• Use accidentals, not the key signature 
• Use semibreve 




Question 17 (       /3) 
Using VI-V, write in keyboard style, an imperfect cadence in Bb Major. 
• Use a key signature 
• Use minims 
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Question 18 (       /13) 




Write this cadence in the following keys using the appropriate key signatures and brackets. 
a) In C Major, four-part vocal style  
b) In C# Minor, four-part vocal style 
c) In F# Major, keyboard style 
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Question 19 (       /4) 
Write a suitable rhythmic pattern to the following couplet. 
• Write the words clearly under the notes 
• Use hyphens for words of more than one syllable. 
 
Down in the city the fountains are playing 




Question 20 (       /4) 
Complete the following melody in the key of G Major, using the rhythm given. 
 
        
 
 
END OF QUESTIONS 
